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Abstract— The current budget, combined with increased 

citizen expectations, is placing increasing pressure on world 

to provide good infrastructures and services. The idea of  

Smart city developed by a high level structures like 

Information and Communication Technology which are able 

to transmit energy, information circulates and connect a 

various sector that include networking, power, science, 

economy. In Smart Cities transport systems are must, 

projects are made to improve production plants from 

renewable resources, efficient lighting, the buildings are 

equipped with sensors and devices for energy consumption. 

This Paper is about how power can be saved in street lights, 

solid waste managed and how zonesign can manage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The project is based on idea of SMART cities where the 

management of solid wastage, power and zone sign is done. 

Solid waste management is very big deal or challenge in 

urban cities, not only in India but for most of the countries 

in the world. Now a day, garbage bins being overfull and 

when that gets spills out that result in pollution. Therefore 

this increases the number of diseases. 

There are various new technologies used for 

management of street light to give important benefits for 

environment and economic saving. The use of energies and 

lamp, based on new technologies, which saves the money 

and time. The project gives one of the most efficient ways to 

keep environment clean and green and it also saves the 

power. 

Similarly, most of the road accidents are due fast 

driving. As per deep study mostly dangerous road accidents 

are due to high speed, as well as change in road direction or 

way (like presence of road work or unexpected obstacles).So 

in order to avoid such type of accidents and alert the drivers 

to control their vehicle speed where the signboards are 

placed by highway department But sometimes it is not 

possible to see the signboards so there is higher chances of 

accident. Therefore there is at most need to design a system 

which can control the speed of vehicles. Similarly in place 

of no horn zone there is needed to design a system which 

can control horn system of vehicle. 

Hence by designing such kind of control system 

which can alert the driver about the zones, control the horn 

in no horn zone area and limit speed of the vehicle 

automatically by using RF technology. 

II. RELATED WORK 

RFID reader is used in this Project. This will read the tag of 

various zones such as school zone, no horn zone, tunnel 

zone etc. After detecting particular tag, motor speed will be 

controlled by PWM function of ARM7. After reading the 

particular tag, voice indication about that zone will be given 

by DAC function of ARM7. DAC will convert the digital 

signal into analog signal and give a voice output through 

speaker/headphone using LM386 audio amplifier IC. The 

audio file for zone detection is saved in AT45db161 IC 

which is memory IC required SPI interface. RF module will 

make communication between both units. LED will on when 

vehicle enters in tunnel. 

Then as per input from keypad robot will run. 

Information is transferred through RF module. In this 

system LPC2138 controller is used also one LDR sensor for 

check the light intensity and remaining 3 for take feedback 

signal. Status of waste in dustbin is checked by using 2 IR 

sensors. GSM module is used for message transfer purpose. 

4 relays are used for on/off the lamp. In this unit controller 

will take signals from LDR sensor that is light intensity and 

according to intensity of light relay or lamps will on or off, 

if intensity is low then lamp will on otherwise it will off. For 

check the lights are on or not other LDR sensor is used that 

will takes the signals form lamps. If lamps are on then 

controller takes signal as 1 otherwise 0 from LDR sensor, 

this is as a feedback to controller about lights. If lights are 

not on then message will send to MSEB office. IR sensor 

will check the status of waste bin. 2 IR sensors are 

connected at top level position that is face to face when both 

IR gives high signals to controller then controller understand 

that garbage is at top level. That information sends to 

Municipal Corporation using GSM module that garbage full 

please collect it. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 

System consist of two units i.e. unit 1 and unit 2. 

Unit 1 is for Zone identification and Unit 2 is for 

street light and Solid waste checker. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram Of UNIT 1 for Zone identification 
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Fig. 2: Block Diagram of UNIT 2 for Street light and solid 

waste checker 

A. Unit 1 for Zone Identification: 

Here RFID reader will read the tag of specified zone such as 

hospital zone, school zone, tunnel zone, accident prone area 

zone or no horn zone. Detecting particular tag motor speed 

will be controlled by PWM function of ARM7. After 

reading the particular tag, voice indication about particular 

zone will be given by DAC function of ARM7. DAC will 

convert the digital signal into analog signal and give output 

in the form of voice through speaker/headphone using 

LM386 audio amplifier IC. The audio file for zone detection 

is saved in AT45db161 IC which is memory IC required SPI 

interface. Communication between both units is done using 

RF module. LED will glow when vehicle enters in tunnel. 

1) Hospital Zone: 

When RFID reader read the tag of hospital zone. Motor 

speed will be control according to that. Audio file of that ID 

is taken from memory and played by speaker using DAC. 

2) School Zone: 

When RFID reader read the tag of school zone. Motor speed 

will be control according to that zone tag id and audio file 

will play. 

3) No Horn Zone:  

when RFID reader reads the tag of no horn zone, buzzer will 

not beep at any condition; driver can get this information 

from audio file. 

4) Tunnel Zone:  

when tunnel will comes then its user responsibility to turn 

on the front light. For that tag is added in that if tunnel zone 

will come then LED will glow automatically that will avoid 

the accidents in tunnel area or on highway. This case is very 

useful if driver forgot to turn on the front light. 

B. Unit 2 for Street Light and Solid Waste Checker: 

Keypad is connected to controller in Unit 2.As per input 

from keypad robot will run. Information is transferred 

through RF module. 

In this system LPC2138 controller is used, one 

LDR sensor is used for check the light intensity and 

remaining 3 for take feedback signal. 2 IR sensors are used 

for checking status of waste in dustbin and GSM module for 

message transfer purpose. 4 relays are used for on/off the 

lamp. In this unit controller will take signals from LDR 

sensor that is light intensity and according to intensity of 

light relay or lamps will on or off, if intensity is low then 

lamp will on otherwise it will off. For check the lights are on 

or not other LDR sensor is used that will takes the signals 

form lamps. If lamps are on then controller takes signal as 1 

otherwise 0 from LDR, this is as a feedback to controller 

about lights. If lights are not on then message will send to 

MSEB office. 

IR sensor will check the status of waste bin. 2 IR 

sensors are connected at top level position that   is face to 

face when both IR gives high signals to controller then 

controller understand that garbage is at top level. That 

information sends to municipal party using GSM module 

that garbage full please collect it. 

IV. ADVANTAGES 

1) Street lights can be ON/OFF automatically therefore 

effective use of energy is achieved. 

2) It also alerts to the authorized person during fault. 

3) This system is reliable and cheap. 

4) Status of waste bin can be collected through system 

and it can be given to Municipal authority. 

5) This will help to reduce the pollution and maintaining 

the green environment. 

6) Speed control system can intimate the driver about the 

zones, control the horn in no horn zone area and limit 

speed of the vehicle automatically. 

7) This will reduce maximum chances of accident. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

1) This system is build to alert the driver about particular 

zone and to control the vehicle in particular zone. 

2) The system alerts the driver by voice indication as well 

as display screen. 

3) Street lights are ON/OFF automatically by using LDR 

sensors and also checks whether lights on or not. 

4) It can be used to check the status waste bin. 

5) It also alerts the Municipal Corporation or authority 

when becomes full. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

1) We can control and manage Street lights using a GSM 

system and PIR module. 

2) Over speed violation management and control of 

vehicle will be possible by using zigbee. 

3) We can also use a e-tracking system for municipal 

solid waste management using RFID and integrated 

technology. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Electric as well as man power is saved. Noise pollution is 

reduces by solid wastage management and alert in correct 

time. Proposed system is a speed control system which 

indicates the driver about the zones, control the horn in no 

horn zone area and using the RF technology speed of the 

vehicle automatically limited, street light control using LDR 

sensor and solid wastage management using IR sensor and 

GSM system. It is a low cost, remote controlling and 

unnecessary wastage of electricity and also saves the man 
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power by automatic operations. Solid wastage management 

can be use in the same. 
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